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The CMB dipoleThe CMB dipole
 CMB after Planck: cosmic variance limited measurements of CMB after Planck: cosmic variance limited measurements of 

all modes of the power spectrum up to all modes of the power spectrum up to ℓℓ ~ 1700 for TT;  ~ 1700 for TT;     
Good measurements up to Good measurements up to ℓℓ ~ 1200 for EE ~ 1200 for EE
 ACT and SPT get to even higher ACT and SPT get to even higher ℓℓ (but small fsky) (but small fsky)

 But one important multipole is still missing: But one important multipole is still missing: ℓ = 1ℓ = 1
 CMB TT maps remove by hand the dipoleCMB TT maps remove by hand the dipole
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The CMB Dipole  (2)The CMB Dipole  (2)
 If we assume no intrinsic dipole  measurement of  →If we assume no intrinsic dipole  measurement of  → vvCMBCMB

 vvCMBCMB    = =   369.8 km/s369.8 km/s    →    → ββ    ≡ ≡   vv/c  = /c  =   1.234 1.234 ×× 10 10 – 3 – 3

 direction (gal. coord.)  l = 264.021→direction (gal. coord.)  l = 264.021→ °°  ±± 0.005 0.005°°;  b = 48.25;  b = 48.25°°  ±± 0.01 0.01°°

 But there might be other contributions to the dipole:But there might be other contributions to the dipole:
 Isocurvature or adiabaticIsocurvature or adiabatic grav. potential  grav. potential 
 Non-Gaussian Non-Gaussian grav. potentialgrav. potential
 dipolar lensingdipolar lensing
 gradients of super-horizon modesgradients of super-horizon modes

 How to tell these contributions apart?How to tell these contributions apart?
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Doppler & AberrationDoppler & Aberration
 The CMB dipole    Doppler effect↔The CMB dipole    Doppler effect↔
 But peculiar motion produces also But peculiar motion produces also aberrationaberration!!
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Doppler & AberrationDoppler & Aberration
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Doppler & AberrationDoppler & Aberration
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Doppler & AberrationDoppler & Aberration
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Doppler & AberrationDoppler & Aberration

We want to We want to 
measure measure 
β β ~ 10~ 10-3-3
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aaℓℓmm Correlations Correlations
 Aberration + Doppler effects on the alm’s:Aberration + Doppler effects on the alm’s:

 Most important correlation:Most important correlation:    ℓℓ  ↔  ↔ ℓ + 1    ℓ + 1    

Amendola, Catena, Masina, Notari, Quartin, Quercellini  1008.1183 (JCAP)
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aaℓℓmm Correlations Correlations
 Aberration + Doppler effects on the alm’s:Aberration + Doppler effects on the alm’s:

 Most important correlation:Most important correlation:    ℓℓ  ↔  ↔ ℓ + 1    ℓ + 1    

a = 1 for aberration
d = 1 for Doppler

Amendola, Catena, Masina, Notari, Quartin, Quercellini  1008.1183 (JCAP)
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 These predicted correlationsThese predicted correlations
 Do not affect the angular power spectrum (the CDo not affect the angular power spectrum (the Cℓℓ's's))

 Break Break statistical isotropystatistical isotropy  of the CMBof the CMB

 We can build an We can build an estimatorestimator  forfor  ββ  
 Since all Since all ℓ's are affected:  more ℓ measured  better S/N →ℓ's are affected:  more ℓ measured  better S/N →
 Measuring Measuring EEEE, , ETET, , TETE and  and BBBB power spectra  better S/N→ power spectra  better S/N→
 Planck 2018:  Planck 2018:  ℓℓTT

maxmax ~  1800 ~  1800 ;   ;  ℓℓEE
maxmax ~ 1200 ~ 1200

aaℓℓmm Correlations  (2) Correlations  (2)

Amendola, Catena, Masina, Notari, Quartin, Quercellini  1008.1183 (JCAP)

Kosowski & Kahniashvili 1007.4539  (PRL)
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S/N Forecasts (2011)S/N Forecasts (2011) Notari & Quartin 
1112.1400 (JCAP)

12.8CORE

Burigana et al. (CORE col.),  (1704.05764)
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Planck Measured Aberration (2013)Planck Measured Aberration (2013)
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Caveat: an important subtletyCaveat: an important subtlety
 CMB experiments measure CMB experiments measure intensityintensity (or intensity  (or intensity 

differences, in the case of Planck)differences, in the case of Planck)
 Since at least WMAP the CMB Since at least WMAP the CMB temperaturetemperature is defined  is defined 

based on a linearized blackbody spectrum relationbased on a linearized blackbody spectrum relation
 This definition, which we call the This definition, which we call the linearized temperaturelinearized temperature, , 

introduces spurious second order effects on the CMBintroduces spurious second order effects on the CMB
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Linearized temperature effectsLinearized temperature effects
 Spurious second order effects of linearized Spurious second order effects of linearized TT::

 It affects the measurements of the quadrupole, because it It affects the measurements of the quadrupole, because it 
affects the Doppler quadrupole (which is 2affects the Doppler quadrupole (which is 2ndnd order) order)

 It can lead to small correction to the Planck overall It can lead to small correction to the Planck overall 
calibration which is based on the orbital dipolecalibration which is based on the orbital dipole

 It introduces a It introduces a Dipole Distortion (DD)Dipole Distortion (DD): Doppler-like : Doppler-like 
couplings proportional to the dipole and couplings proportional to the dipole and independentindependent on  on 
the physical origin of the dipolethe physical origin of the dipole

Notari & Quartin  1504.02076 (JCAP)

Quartin & Notari  1504.04897 (JCAP)

Quartin & Notari  1510.08793 (PRD)

Planck 2013 XXVII  1303.5087 (A&A)
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Planck’s Measurements of Planck’s Measurements of ββ
 These Dipole Distortions (DD) produce extra Doppler These Dipole Distortions (DD) produce extra Doppler 

couplings  enhanced significance of the Doppler effect→couplings  enhanced significance of the Doppler effect→
 Planck called this DD a Planck called this DD a boost factorboost factor, which is ~2.5 for , which is ~2.5 for 

Planck’s maps (it depends on the frequencies used)Planck’s maps (it depends on the frequencies used)
 This extra signal however contains This extra signal however contains no new informationno new information  

(redundant with the dipole)(redundant with the dipole)
 If not removed from the data  will bias the Doppler →If not removed from the data  will bias the Doppler →

measurements towards the dipole!measurements towards the dipole!

 Planck 2013 did not remove the DDPlanck 2013 did not remove the DD
 So their values are not independent fromSo their values are not independent from

the dipolethe dipole

Notari & Quartin  1510.08793 (PRD)
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Planck’s Measurements of Planck’s Measurements of ββ
 The DD also leaks a Doppler signal into the The DD also leaks a Doppler signal into the tSZ mapstSZ maps

 Low significance on the tSZ maps, but can be measured by Low significance on the tSZ maps, but can be measured by 
cross-correlating tSZ and T maps.cross-correlating tSZ and T maps.

 We estimated it could be measured in this way with We estimated it could be measured in this way with 
Planck at high significance (~10Planck at high significance (~10σσ), but serves only as a ), but serves only as a 
cross-check cross-check (no new information)(no new information)

 Also be a contaminant for future tSZ measurements (it is Also be a contaminant for future tSZ measurements (it is 
below the noise level of Planck, but above the noise levels below the noise level of Planck, but above the noise levels 
of CORE or CMB Stage 4)of CORE or CMB Stage 4)

 Planck measured these tSZ – T correlations in 2020 at Planck measured these tSZ – T correlations in 2020 at 
~6~6σ using two different pipelinesσ using two different pipelines

Notari & Quartin  1510.08793 (PRD)

Planck intermediate results. LVI  2003.12646
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Primordial CMB dipole?Primordial CMB dipole?
 Can a measurement of the velocity allow us to measure Can a measurement of the velocity allow us to measure 

the the primordial CMB dipoleprimordial CMB dipole??
 Or does a primordial dipole also produce the same aberr. Or does a primordial dipole also produce the same aberr. 

and Doppler signature (and Doppler signature (i.e.i.e.  couplings between    couplings between  ℓℓ  ↔  ↔ ℓℓ+1)?+1)?
 Primordial vs kinematic separation: not straightforward Primordial vs kinematic separation: not straightforward 

 For adiabatic perturbations there is a degeneracy between For adiabatic perturbations there is a degeneracy between 
the Doppler effect and the primordial perturbationsthe Doppler effect and the primordial perturbations

 Clear answer  needs →Clear answer  needs → careful 2careful 2ndnd order order perturb. Analysis perturb. Analysis
 We found that Doppler-couplings are generated naturally We found that Doppler-couplings are generated naturally 

in single-field slow-roll inflation (due to a dip. in single-field slow-roll inflation (due to a dip. 
grav. potential) just like a regular boostgrav. potential) just like a regular boost

 Different couplings  other inflation model! →Different couplings  other inflation model! →

Omar Roldán (former PhD stud.)
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Primordial CMB dipole?  (2)Primordial CMB dipole?  (2)
 Aberration-couplings are in general NOT degenerate, Aberration-couplings are in general NOT degenerate, 

unless we fine-tune the radial profile of the grav unless we fine-tune the radial profile of the grav 
potential (due to an induced dipolar lensing effect).potential (due to an induced dipolar lensing effect).
 If the dipole is isocurvature, we also need to fine-tune the If the dipole is isocurvature, we also need to fine-tune the 

distance to the LSS!distance to the LSS!
 Combining dipole + Doppler + aberration  measure of →Combining dipole + Doppler + aberration  measure of →

our peculiar velocity and the intrinsic CMB dipoleour peculiar velocity and the intrinsic CMB dipole

Roldan, Notari & Quartin  1603.02664 (JCAP)
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Primordial CMB dipole?  (3)Primordial CMB dipole?  (3)
 ConclusionConclusion: it is possible to measure the primordial : it is possible to measure the primordial 

dipole with aberration + Doppler couplings!dipole with aberration + Doppler couplings!
 Since the velocity is ~100 times larger than the expected Since the velocity is ~100 times larger than the expected 

dipole, we need to measure both with dipole, we need to measure both with ~100~100σσ
 With the CMB we would need to reach With the CMB we would need to reach ℓℓ ~ 10000 ~ 10000

 At very high ℓ  tiny signal due to Silk Damping; →At very high ℓ  tiny signal due to Silk Damping; →
foregrounds much largerforegrounds much larger

 So it will be very hard to go beyond ~30So it will be very hard to go beyond ~30σ with the CMBσ with the CMB

 But with the many claims of anomalies on large scales But with the many claims of anomalies on large scales 
even we may still rule out exotic primordial models by even we may still rule out exotic primordial models by 
measuring the measuring the intrinsic dipoleintrinsic dipole
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Aberration & Doppler estimatorsAberration & Doppler estimators
 In order to better constrain an intrinsic CMB dipole we In order to better constrain an intrinsic CMB dipole we 

should measure aberration and Doppler independentlyshould measure aberration and Doppler independently

 Our estimators recover all 3 components of both Our estimators recover all 3 components of both 
aberration and Doppler separatelyaberration and Doppler separately
 Need to account for masking and anisotropic noise biasesNeed to account for masking and anisotropic noise biases
 Aber. & Doppler are both (Aber. & Doppler are both (ℓℓ, , ℓℓ+1) effects so they +1) effects so they correlatecorrelate

 We correct these biases by We correct these biases by brute-forcebrute-force: we performed     : we performed     
3 * 3072 HEALPix simulations using our HEALPix-Boost 3 * 3072 HEALPix simulations using our HEALPix-Boost 
code including either aberration, Doppler or a Boostcode including either aberration, Doppler or a Boost
 ““Boost” assumes aber. & Doppler have the same directionBoost” assumes aber. & Doppler have the same direction
 These simulations include mask and 300 anisotropic noise These simulations include mask and 300 anisotropic noise 

simulations for each SMICA and NILC mapssimulations for each SMICA and NILC maps
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Removing the spurious DDRemoving the spurious DD
 The Dipole Distortions The Dipole Distortions 

depend on the weights depend on the weights 
in each frequency in each frequency 
band used to build the band used to build the 
CMB mapCMB map
 It also depends on It also depends on 

the multipole!the multipole!
 We estimated it only We estimated it only 

for for SMICASMICA and  and NILCNILC
 The effect on The effect on 

Commander and Commander and 
SEVEM is much more SEVEM is much more 
complicatedcomplicated
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Main results: measured valuesMain results: measured values
 Results after removing the DD, mask and noise bias, and Results after removing the DD, mask and noise bias, and 

removing the aber  Doppler correlations↔removing the aber  Doppler correlations↔

 SMICA and NILC provide very consistent results  sign →SMICA and NILC provide very consistent results  sign →
of of low systematicslow systematics

da S. Ferreira & Quartin  2011.08385
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Main results: measured valuesMain results: measured values
TT has more signal than EE (because each E mode in Planck TT has more signal than EE (because each E mode in Planck 
has lowish S/N), but TT+EE is slightly more precisehas lowish S/N), but TT+EE is slightly more precise
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Main results: assuming just a BoostMain results: assuming just a Boost
 If we ignore the possibility of an intrinsic dipole, we can If we ignore the possibility of an intrinsic dipole, we can 

measure aberration and Doppler with more precisionmeasure aberration and Doppler with more precision
 Assume they are collinearAssume they are collinear
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Sims vs. data: fiducial & null hypothesisSims vs. data: fiducial & null hypothesis
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Statistical significanceStatistical significance
 The null hypothesis (no aberration, Doppler or DD The null hypothesis (no aberration, Doppler or DD 

signals in the data) is signals in the data) is excluded at over 6excluded at over 6σσ!!
 Aberration and Doppler measurements are consistent Aberration and Doppler measurements are consistent 

with the peculiar velocity hypothesis of the dipole (i.e., with the peculiar velocity hypothesis of the dipole (i.e., 
no intrinsic dipole)no intrinsic dipole)

Pedro S. Ferreira 
(PhD stud.)
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The intrinsic dipoleThe intrinsic dipole
 We decompose the intrinsic dipole into 2 possible We decompose the intrinsic dipole into 2 possible 

sources: a Gaussian and a non-Gaussian potentialsources: a Gaussian and a non-Gaussian potential
 A Gaussian potential produces the same Doppler effects as A Gaussian potential produces the same Doppler effects as 

a velocity. A NG potential does not.a velocity. A NG potential does not.
 For a given specific For a given specific intrinsic dipole model  one works out →intrinsic dipole model  one works out →

the exact Doppler & aberration (dip. lensing) contributionsthe exact Doppler & aberration (dip. lensing) contributions
 It is convenient to define 3 coefficients It is convenient to define 3 coefficients α:α:
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The intrinsic dipoleThe intrinsic dipole

 If we neglect dipolar lensing effects (If we neglect dipolar lensing effects (αα22, , αα33  << 1<< 1) the total ) the total 
intrinsic dipole is given directly by:intrinsic dipole is given directly by:

 If we also neglect Doppler couplings arising from a NG If we also neglect Doppler couplings arising from a NG 
potential (potential (αα11 << 1 << 1) we can also measure) we can also measure

 Since our Since our 
measurements measurements 
are consistent are consistent 
w/ no intrinsic w/ no intrinsic 
dipole, we can dipole, we can 
only put upper only put upper 
boundsbounds
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Peculiar Velocity in other sourcesPeculiar Velocity in other sources
 Another way to test the peculiar velocity hypothesis of Another way to test the peculiar velocity hypothesis of 

the CMB dipole: measure our peculiar velocity wrt other the CMB dipole: measure our peculiar velocity wrt other 
distant sourcesdistant sources
 The radio galaxies dipole has been measured many times The radio galaxies dipole has been measured many times 

in the last 20 yearsin the last 20 years
 Results are mostly inconsistent, and the inferred Results are mostly inconsistent, and the inferred 

velocity is very high (usually > 1000 km/s)velocity is very high (usually > 1000 km/s)
See e.g. Siewert, Schmidt-Rubart, Schwarz (2010.08366)
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Peculiar Velocity in other sourcesPeculiar Velocity in other sources
 Another way to test the peculiar velocity hypothesis of Another way to test the peculiar velocity hypothesis of 

the CMB dipole: measure our peculiar velocity wrt other the CMB dipole: measure our peculiar velocity wrt other 
distant sourcesdistant sources
 The radio galaxies dipole has been measured many times The radio galaxies dipole has been measured many times 

in the last 20 yearsin the last 20 years
 Results are mostly inconsistent, and the inferred Results are mostly inconsistent, and the inferred 

velocity is very high (usually > 1000 km/s)velocity is very high (usually > 1000 km/s)

 Peculiar velocity surveys in nearby galaxies (<~150 Mpc) Peculiar velocity surveys in nearby galaxies (<~150 Mpc) 
are more consistent with the expected values,are more consistent with the expected values,
 subject to many systematics & empirical power-lawssubject to many systematics & empirical power-laws
 precision also not very largeprecision also not very large

 Future radio continuum measurements with SKA and Future radio continuum measurements with SKA and 
secular parallax with Gaia may reach 10% precisionsecular parallax with Gaia may reach 10% precision

See e.g. Siewert, Schmidt-Rubart, Schwarz (2010.08366)
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Peculiar Velocity in other sourcesPeculiar Velocity in other sources
 The radio galaxy dipole is measured to be a few times The radio galaxy dipole is measured to be a few times 

larger than expected from the CMBlarger than expected from the CMB
 Measured radio flux follows a power lawMeasured radio flux follows a power law
 Number density of radio sources  also assumed to follow →Number density of radio sources  also assumed to follow →

a power lawa power law

Rubart, Schwarz  1301.5559 (A&A)
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ConclusionsConclusions
 By removing the DD  measure→By removing the DD  measure→  aber. & Doppler  aber. & Doppler 

independentlyindependently from each other & from the dipole from each other & from the dipole
 Null hypothesis (no aber., Dopp. & DD) excluded at Null hypothesis (no aber., Dopp. & DD) excluded at > 6> 6σσ
 Aberration and Doppler measurements are consistent Aberration and Doppler measurements are consistent 

with the dipolewith the dipole
 Consistent with no intrinsic dipoleConsistent with no intrinsic dipole
 First upper bound on its amplitude: First upper bound on its amplitude: 3.5 mK3.5 mK
 The specific bound depends on the intrinsic dipole model, The specific bound depends on the intrinsic dipole model, 

but for any given model, the 3 independent observables (A, but for any given model, the 3 independent observables (A, 
D and dipole) can put meaningful constraintsD and dipole) can put meaningful constraints

 Hints at systematic origins for radio dipole measurements Hints at systematic origins for radio dipole measurements 
> 1000 km/s > 1000 km/s 
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ConclusionsConclusions
 By removing the DD  measure→By removing the DD  measure→  aber. & Doppler  aber. & Doppler 

independentlyindependently from each other & from the dipole from each other & from the dipole
 Null hypothesis (no aber., Dopp. & DD) excluded at Null hypothesis (no aber., Dopp. & DD) excluded at > 6> 6σσ
 Aberration and Doppler measurements are consistent Aberration and Doppler measurements are consistent 

with the dipolewith the dipole
 Consistent with no intrinsic dipoleConsistent with no intrinsic dipole
 First upper bound on its amplitude: First upper bound on its amplitude: 3.5 mK3.5 mK
 The specific bound depends on the intrinsic dipole model, The specific bound depends on the intrinsic dipole model, 

but for any given model, the 3 independent observables (A, but for any given model, the 3 independent observables (A, 
D and dipole) can put meaningful constraintsD and dipole) can put meaningful constraints

 Hints at systematic origins for radio dipole measurements Hints at systematic origins for radio dipole measurements 
> 1000 km/s > 1000 km/s 

Obrigado!
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Future of Aberration MeasurementsFuture of Aberration Measurements
 Aberration and Doppler measurement  basically →Aberration and Doppler measurement  basically →

limited by: limited by: 
 The number of The number of independent mapsindependent maps
 The number of The number of measured modesmeasured modes (multipoles) in each map (multipoles) in each map

 In the CMB: aberration signal  >  Doppler signalIn the CMB: aberration signal  >  Doppler signal
 Doppler signal is the same in most CMB mapsDoppler signal is the same in most CMB maps

 Aberration signal depends on the Aberration signal depends on the derivativesderivatives of the  of the CCℓℓ's's

 Steeper or wiggly spectra  more signal→Steeper or wiggly spectra  more signal→
 Thermal SZ and Cosmic Infrared Bkg (CIB)  low signal→Thermal SZ and Cosmic Infrared Bkg (CIB)  low signal→

Burigana et al. (CORE col.),  (1704.05764)
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DD modulation of tSZ mapsDD modulation of tSZ maps
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Mask and noise bias removalMask and noise bias removal
 Final results of recovering a given input signalFinal results of recovering a given input signal

 Arrows start at fiducial signal position and end at Arrows start at fiducial signal position and end at 
recovered valuesrecovered values
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Expected Expected 
uncertaintiesuncertainties

 Better S/N in Better S/N in 
the EE maps the EE maps 
would increase would increase 
our precisionour precision
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Future of Aberration: comparisonFuture of Aberration: comparison

Exploring cosmic origins 
with CORE  1704.05764
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Results after Results after 
removing leakages removing leakages 
between Aber. & between Aber. & 

DopplerDoppler
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